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An algorithm is given for efficiently generating G, the subsemilattice generated 
by a given finite subset G of a semilattice S. The algorithm has proved useful 
in computer studies of partition lattices. 
A semilattice S is a commutative semigroup with x2 = x for each x E S. 
For A, B C S; AB = {xy : x E A, y E B} and A u B is the set union. 
ALGORITHM. The following computes G, the subsemilattice of S 
generated by the finite set G C S: 
1. A+- @,B+--G. 
2. A+-AuB. 
3. It+-B2-A. 
4. If B # 0, then go to step 2. 
5. c+ A. 
(The symbol +- means “is replaced by.“) 
On the first exit from 3, A and B are subsets of G with G _C A _C G. The 
loop preserves this property and increases A monotonically. Since G is 
finite, the looping must terminate with B = o. On entry to 5, clearly 
G _C A C G. So it only remains to show that A2 C A on entry to 5. For this, 
we introduce the relation 6 on 2s defined by X 0 Y when Y C X2 C X u Y: 
LEMMA. XB Y implies (XU Y)8(Y2 - XV Y). 
Proof. Weneed Y2-Xu Yc(XU Y)2C(X~ Y)U(Y2-XXV Y) 
where(XuY)2=X2uXYuY2and(XuY)~(Y2-XUY)=XUY2. 
The first containment is clear. Using X ~9 Y, X2 L X U Y C X u Y2. 
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Y2 C X u Y2 in any case. So, to show the second required containment, 
we need only show that XY C X u Y*. Let x E X and y E Y. By X 19 Y, 
y = x,x2 for some x1 , x2 E X. If xx, E X, then 
xy = x(x1x2) = (XXI) x2 E x2 c x u Y2. 
Similarly, if xx2 E X. Suppose, therefore, that xx, $ X and xx2 4 X. Then, 
by X 8 Y, xx1 E Y and xx2 E Y. Hence 
xy = X”(X~XJ = (xX1)(xX2) E Y2 c x u Y”. 
Thus, in any case, xy E X v Y2 completing the proof. 
Now, on the initial exit from step 3, we have A = G and B = G2 - G, 
so that A 19 B. The lemma shows that the loop preserves A 8 B. So, on 
entry to step 5, we have A 8 0, implying that A2 C A u ia = A. But we 
already know that, here, G C A C G. Hence A = G. 
